Relay™ Mounting the Arm Track

TRACKS OPTIONS
48”

32” *16”

SPEC 1.......................Steel Stud Wall
SPEC 2......................Wood Stud Wall
SPEC 3.........................Universal Wall
SPEC 4...............Concrete Block Wall
SPEC 5.................Concrete Slab Wall

WARNING

* Steel Stud Wall Sheet
&
Wood Stud Wall Sheet

If you have a problem, question, or request, call
your local dealer, or Steelcase Line 1 at
888.STEELCASE (888.783.3522)
for immediate action by people who want to help you.
(Outside the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, call: 1.616.247.2500)
Or visit our website: www.steelcase.com
© 2014 Steelcase Inc.
Grand Rapids, MI 49501
U.S.A.
Printed in U.S.A.

Maximum allowable load is 40 lbs
including the LCD monitor, keyboard,
mouse, and peripherals.

INSTALLATION WARNING: Read the entire instruction sheet before you begin installation or assembly.
Installer must verify that the entire wall will safely support the combined weight of all the attached equipment
and hardware. Improper installation of this product can cause extensive property damage or serious personal
injury, either during or after the installation.
DISCLAIMER: The Manufacturer and/or Distributor will bear no responsibility for any damages of any kind
arising from any improper installation of this product. Because wall construction varies widely and the ultimate
method of mounting is out of the Manufacturers or Distributors control, it is imperative that the installer consult
with local engineering, architectural, or construction personnel to ensure the wall is constructed properly and to
code to handle the applied load. Guidelines for installing to drywall, cinder block, concrete, steel and wood
studs are provided.
SAFETY WARNING: California installation could require specific anchorage, and additional screws or supports.
Check with local authorities for codes in your area. Other seismic states have similar regulations.
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COMPLETE ARM

ABC

SITTING MOUNTING HEIGHT:

SIT/STAND MOUNTING HEIGHT:
1. Track: 26” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 27” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 41” from floor.

1. Track: 23” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 24” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 38” from floor.

C

B

A

STANDING MOUNTING HEIGHT:
1. Track: 32” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 33” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 47” from floor.
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COMPLETE ARM - WITH EXTENSION
SITTING MOUNTING HEIGHT:

1. Track: 20” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 24” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 38” from floor.

E

EFG
SIT/STAND MOUNTING HEIGHT:
1. Track: 23” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 27” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 41” from floor.

STANDING MOUNTING HEIGHT:
1. Track: 29” from floor.
2. Keyboard Bottom: 33” from floor.
3. Keyboard Top: 47” from floor.
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Fastener Chart

SPEC. 1: Steel Stud Wall

Part No.

Track Length

Screws Required

Toggle Anchors Required*

FXTS16-S

*16” (406 mm)

(3x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(3x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

FXTS32-S

32” (812 mm)

(5x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(5x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

FXTS48-S

48” (1143 mm)

SEE UNIVERSAL WALL INSTRUCTIONS

SEE UNIVERSAL WALL INSTRUCTIONS

2” Nominal

4” Nominal

Specified Wall Anchors: All the anchors, fasteners, screws must be properly installed and used as per these
instructions. Should the installer misalign a hole or break or damage the anchoring hardware during installation
new hardware must be on hand and any required pilot holes re-drilled before completing the installation.
* When installing a 16” Wall Track DO NOT USE with an 18” Extension Arm.

1/4-20unc Bolts to pass through the Wall
Track and into SnapToggle Anchor.
Refer to Chart above for fastener quantity
based on wall track length.
NOTE: Bolts are to be placed in the
horizontal center of the 2”x4“ Steel Stud.

Minimum 2” x 4:
24ga. Steel or
Better Steel Stud

* Toggler Brand SnapToggle Anchors to be installed according to
Toggler installation Instructions. See Back Page for further information.

Drywall or
Similar

Minimum 2” x 4:
24ga. Steel or
Better Steel Stud

1/4-20 unc x 3” Long Bolt
Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)

Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)

Wall Track

1/4-20 unc x 3” Long Bolt
Drywall or
Similar

32” Wall Track

Warning: Prior to drilling, verify the location of any electrical wiring within the wall. An electrical short can kill or create serious
injury and fire hazard both during and after the installation.
Warning: It is essential that the holes are drilled on stud centers. To prevent the hole from wandering off center, use a 1/8”
drill bit to pilot a hole and then follow through with a 1/2” drill bit. Drill a clean hole through the drywall, don’t force the bit
through the wall which could damage or remove a chunk of drywall from inside the wall.
Disclaimer: The monitor and mount can be pulled out of the wall by force taking with it a large section of drywall. In no way will
the Manufacturer or Distributor be held liable for any damage to the monitor, property or personal injury should an outside force
either intentionally or unintentionally be applied to the monitor or monitor mounting bracket causing it to pull out of the wall.
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Fastener Chart

SPEC. 2: Wood Stud Wall
2” Nominal

4” Nominal

Part No.

Track Length

Screws Required

FXTS16-S

*16” (406 mm)

(3x) #12 x 3” long Wood Screws

FXTS32-S

32” (812 mm)

(5x) #12 x 3” long Wood Screws

FXTS48-S

48” (1143 mm)

SEE UNIVERSAL WALL INSTRUCTIONS

Specified Wall Anchors: All the anchors, fasteners, screws must be properly installed and used as per these
instructions. Should the installer misalign a hole or break or damage the anchoring hardware during installation
new hardware must be on hand and any required pilot holes re-drilled before completing the installation.
* When installing a 16” Wall Track DO NOT USE with an 18” Extension Arm.

Minimum 2” x 4”
#2 Hem Fir, Douglas Fir or
Better Wood Stud

#12 wood screws with 2-1/2” penetration in
the Wall Track.
Refer to Chart above for fastener quantity
based on wall track length.
NOTE: Screws are to be placed in the
horizontal center of the 2”x4“ Wood Stud.
2-1/2” Min.
Penetration

#12 x 3” Long Wood Screw

Minimum 2” x 4”
#2 Hem Fir, Douglas Fir or
Better Wood Stud

Drywall or
Similar

Wall Track
#12 x 3” Long Wood Screw

Drywall or
Similar
32” Wall Track

Warning: Prior to drilling, verify the location of any electrical wiring within the wall. An electrical short can kill or create serious
injury and fire hazard both during and after the installation.
Warning: It is essential that the holes are drilled on stud centers. To prevent the hole from wandering off center, use a 1/8”
drill bit to pilot a hole and then follow through with a 1/2” drill bit. Drill a clean hole through the drywall, don’t force the bit
through the wall which could damage or remove a chunk of drywall from inside the wall.
Disclaimer: The monitor and mount can be pulled out of the wall by force taking with it a large section of drywall. In no way will
the Manufacturer or Distributor be held liable for any damage to the monitor, property or personal injury should an outside force
either intentionally or unintentionally be applied to the monitor or monitor mounting bracket causing it to pull out of the wall.
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Fastener Chart

SPEC. 3: Universal Wall

Drywall or
Similar
Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)

Part No.

Track Length

Screws Required

Toggle Anchors Required*

FXTS16-S

16” (406 mm)

DO NOT USE DIRECT TO DRYWALL

DO NOT USE DIRECT TO DRYWALL

FXTS32-S

32” (812 mm)

DO NOT USE DIRECT TO DRYWALL

DO NOT USE DIRECT TO DRYWALL

48” (1143 mm)

(14x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(14x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

48” (1143 mm)

(10x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts
(4x) #12 x 3” long Wood Screws

(10x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

FXTS48-S
(Drywall or Steel Stud)
FXTS48-S
(Wood Stud)

Specified Wall Anchors: All the anchors, fasteners, screws must be properly installed and used as per these
instructions. Should the installer misalign a hole or break or damage the anchoring hardware during installation
new hardware must be on hand and any required pilot holes re-drilled before completing the installation.
Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)
1/4-20 unc x 3” lg Bolt

1/4-20 unc x 3” lg Bolt

48” Wall Track

Drywall or
Similar

Wall Track

1/4-20unc Bolts to pass through the Wall
Track and into SnapToggle Anchor.
Refer to Chart above for fastener quantity
based on wall track length.
NOTE: All holes in Wall Track must be
used. If mounted to Wood or Steel Studs,
screws are to be placed in the horizontal
center of the 2”x4“ Stud.

* Toggler Brand SnapToggle Anchors to be installed
according to Toggler installation Instructions.
See Back Page for further information.

48” Wall Track
Installation on Steel
or Wood Stud

When mounting 48” track to a
stud, ensure that the track is
horizontally centered with the
stud, and all fasteners are used.

Warning: Prior to drilling, verify the location of any electrical wiring within the wall. An electrical short can kill or create serious injury and
fire hazard both during and after the installation.
Warning: It is essential that the holes are drilled on stud centers. To prevent the hole from wandering off center, use a 1/8” drill bit to pilot
a hole and then follow through with a 1/2” drill bit. Drill a clean hole through the drywall, don’t force the bit through the wall which could
damage or remove a chunk of drywall from inside the wall.
When installing direct to drywall: Installer must verify that the drywall is a minimum 1/2” to 5/8” thick, and the drywall is fastened
properly to wood, steel (minimum 24 gauge) or concrete structure as per local building codes. Do not install to plaster, wood panel or any
other material other than construction grade drywall in excellent condition.
Fasteners provided are 1/4-20 SNAPTOGGLE Toggler brand anchoring system manufactured by Mechanical Plastics Corp, Elmsford,
NY. Independent laboratory test results completed according to US Government standards provide the following pull-out values: for 1/2”
drywall 265 lbs and for 5/8” drywall 306 lbs with industry safety standards recommending 1/4 of the ultimate test load. Hence the
Maximum 40 lb allowable load can not be surpassed, do not use any other make, brand or style of wall fastener.
Disclaimer: The monitor and mount can be pulled out of the wall by force taking with it a large section of
drywall. In no way will the Manufacturer or Distributor be held liable for any damage to the monitor, property
or personal injury should an outside force either intentionally or unintentionally be applied to the monitor or
monitor mounting bracket causing it to pull out of the wall.
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Fastener Chart

SPEC. 4: Concrete
Block Wall

Part No.

Track Length

Screws Required

Toggle Anchors Required*

FXTS16-S

16” (406 mm)

(3x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(3x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

FXTS32-S

32” (812 mm)

(5x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(5x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

FXTS48-S

48” (1143 mm)

(4x) 1/4-20unc x 3” long Bolts

(4x) ‘BB’ SnapToggle Toggle Anchors

Specified Wall Anchors: All the anchors, fasteners, screws must be properly installed and used as per these
instructions. Should the installer misalign a hole or break or damage the anchoring hardware during installation
new hardware must be on hand and any required pilot holes re-drilled before completing the installation.

1/4-20unc Bolts to pass through the Wall
Track and into SnapToggle Anchor.
Refer to Chart above for fastener quantity
based on wall track length.
NOTE: Bolts must pass through concrete
block. Bolts must not pass through mortar bed
between blocks nor through the web within the
blocks. When attaching to concrete blocks,
only one bolt per cell allowed.

Concrete Block

Mortar Bed

Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)
1/4-20 unc x 3” lg Bolt

32” Wall Track

1/4-20 unc x 3” lg Bolt

* Toggler Brand SnapToggle Anchors to be installed according
to Toggler installation Instructions. See Back Page for further
information.

Toggler Brand
SnapToggle Anchor
‘BB’ (1/4-20unc)
Concrete Block
Mortar Bed
Drywall or
Similar
Wall Track

Warning: Prior to drilling, verify the location of any electrical wiring within the wall. An electrical short can kill or create serious
injury and fire hazard both during and after the installation.
Warning: It is essential that the holes are drilled on stud centers. To prevent the hole from wandering off center, use a 1/8”
drill bit to pilot a hole and then follow through with a 1/2” drill bit. Drill a clean hole through the drywall, don’t force the bit
through the wall which could damage or remove a chunk of drywall from inside the wall.
Disclaimer: The monitor and mount can be pulled out of the wall by force taking with it a large section of drywall. In no way will
the Manufacturer or Distributor be held liable for any damage to the monitor, property or personal injury should an outside force
either intentionally or unintentionally be applied to the monitor or monitor mounting bracket causing it to pull out of the wall.
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Fastener Chart

SPEC. 5: Concrete Slab Wall

Part No.

Track Length

Screws Required: Customer Supplied

FXTS16-S

16” (406 mm)

(3x) 3/16 x 2-1/4” long Tapcon® Concrete Screws

FXTS32-S

32” (812 mm)

(5x) 3/16 x 2-1/4” long Tapcon® Concrete Screws

FXTS48-S

48” (1143 mm)

(4x) 3/16 x 2-1/4” long Tapcon® Concrete Screws

Specified Wall Anchors: All the anchors, fasteners, screws must be properly installed and used as per these
instructions. Should the installer misalign a hole or break or damage the anchoring hardware during installation
new hardware must be on hand and any required pilot holes re-drilled before completing the installation.
Concrete Slab
1-3/4” Min. Screw
Embedment

Drywall or
Similar
2-1/2” Min.
Hole Depth

3/16” Concrete
Screw

3/16” x 2-1/4” lg. Min. Tapcon® Concrete Screws
to pass through the Wall Track and into Ø.1902”
predrilled holes.
Refer to Chart above for fastener quantity based
on wall track length.
NOTE: Predrilled holes to be created using
Tapcon® drill bit for 3/16” x 2-1/4” long concrete
screws to a Min. hole depth of 2-1/2” into
concrete slab.

Concrete Slab
3/16” Concrete Screw

Drywall or
Similar
32” Wall Track
Wall Track

Warning: Prior to drilling, verify the location of any electrical wiring within the wall. An electrical short can kill or create serious
injury and fire hazard both during and after the installation.
Warning: It is essential that the holes are drilled on stud centers. To prevent the hole from wandering off center, use a 1/8”
drill bit to pilot a hole and then follow through with a 1/2” drill bit. Drill a clean hole through the drywall, don’t force the bit
through the wall which could damage or remove a chunk of drywall from inside the wall.
Disclaimer: The monitor and mount can be pulled out of the wall by force taking with it a large section of drywall. In no way will
the Manufacturer or Distributor be held liable for any damage to the monitor, property or personal injury should an outside force
either intentionally or unintentionally be applied to the monitor or monitor mounting bracket causing it to pull out of the wall.
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Installation Instructions
Drill appropriate size hole.
Hold metal channel flat
alongside plastic straps &
slide channel through the
hole. Minimum clearance
behind wall: only 1-7/8”.

SNAPTOGGLE®

HEAVY-DUTY HOLLOW-WALL ANCHORS
Specifications
Description - SNAPTOGGLE® Heavy-Duty Hollow-Wall Anchors (Toggle Bolts)
Material - zinc-plated 1010 cold rolled steel metal channel, high impact polystyrene straps
and handle, translucent polypropylene copolymer cap
Screw specification - UNC-thread machine screw (bolt) to match thread in metal channel
Minimum screw length - thickness of wall or ceiling + thickness of item being fastened + 1/2”
Minimum clearance behind wall - 1-7/8”
Minimum drywall thickness - 3/8”
Maximum drywall thickness - 3-5/8” for BB anchors

Hold ends of strap together
between thumb & forefinger
and pull toward you until
channel rests behind wall.
Ratchet cap along straps
with other hand until flange
of cap is flush with wall.

ATTENTION

The plastic straps and cap washer are positioning and retention elements only. They
do not otherwise function as anchoring elements. Holding is dependent only on a
metal bolt to metal channel connection. The SNAPTOGGLE® anchor complies with
all existing fire codes for critical applications.
c

d

b

a

a = anchoring channel /
zinc-plated cold rolled steel
b = straps / high-impact polystyrene / locking ratchet
c = cap / translucent polypropylene copolymer
d = ergonomic handle / same as straps
Code

Bolt Thread

Drill Diameter

Grip Range

BB

1/4-20

1/2”

3/8” - 3-5/8”

TW

BL

C

BL = T + W + 1/2”
(For min. W & max. W.,
see above chart)
C = 1-7/8”

Place thumb between straps
at wall. Push thumb side to
side, snapping off straps
level with flange of cap.

Place item over flange.
Insert machine screw and
tighten until snug against
track. Important: Do not
over tighten.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

• Gently hand engage at least one thread of bolt with channel before using screw gun to avoid cross threading the bolt.
• For maximum shear holding, orient channels vertically to floor.
• Use hardened or stainless bolts for maximum weight load.
• Enlargement of specified insertion holes size will reduce anchor effectiveness.
• Remove anchor by removing bolt, inserting screwdriver and popping channel behind wall off plastic straps with a sharp blow.
• All SNAPTOGGLE anchors meet the requirements of Type V anchors in Federal Specification FF-B-588-D (superseded)
• All bolts and threaded rods used with SNAPTOGGLE anchors must meet ANSI or HR 3000 standards to ensure safety and effectiveness.
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